
Using Design Thinking Within Your DMO

Design thinking is a visually creative and
customer-centric process which allows companies to
understand the organisation, understand its customers
and identify its business challenges to then effectively
craft and apply solutions based on the findings. The
process oversees end-to-end campaign planning, starting
from the initial discovery and ideation, through all the
different touchpoints and stages to implementation.

Visually mapping out this process is also known as Journey Mapping, looking at an individual as a customer of a service and essentially mapping out the full experience and then aligning your
organisation to it. In the case of DMOs, this involves mapping out the complete customer journey from Dreaming to Sharing, to critically evaluate and understand every stage, challenge and opportunity
from start to finish. For this stage pick one of the personas you created above and fill out this example of a journey map to fit what you imagine their journey might look like.
As every visitor is different, no two journey maps will be the same, so feel free to adapt this one to suit you better.

What is Design Thinking?
Creating Personas.
People are at the heart of design thinking and in order to be able to use design thinking efficiently you need to understand your customers and
wants and needs. But first you need to know exactly who your customers are.  Using the boxes below design 4 brief customer personas. They don't
need to be perfect but they will give you a good starting point to start thinking about how your products work from the customers' point of view.

Name

Age

Where are they from

Reason for Visiting

Who are they travelling with

Interests

Journey Mapping

How do you currently use Design Thinking within your
organisation?

How would you like to use design thinking in the future?
Put your ideas on the post it notes below!

Dreaming Planning Booking Experience Sharing

What is your visitors goal at each stage of the visitor journey.

What platform is your visitor using at each stage of the visitor journey

E.G Seek inspiration for where they
might go on holiday next

- Instagram
- Pinterest
- Google Images
- Wanderlust Blogs/Bloglovin

3 Key Elements of Design Thinking -
Aaron Richman from Mural

1. Empathy
The first key element of design thinking is to be able to have empathy for your visitors, in order to be able to better
design experiences and products that meet their wants and needs. Take one of the personas you created earlier and use the
section below as a spring board to start the empathising process.

What are their wants?

What are their needs?

What do they care about?What challenges
do they face?

What are they
looking for?

2. Defining Problem Sets
Now that you have a better understanding of your visitor you can use this to identify any problems they might face
throughout their visitor journey. Use the section below to identify any problems your chosen persona might have, based on
the empathy exercise you filled out above.

What are
their wants?

What are
their needs?

What do they
care about?

What Challenges
do they face?

What are they
looking for?

Problem? Problem? Problem? Problem? Problem?

3. Ideating Solutions
Now that you have identifed possible problems your visitor might face and you have a stronger understanding of your
visitor, use this sticky note space to work with your team to ideate solutions with your team. if you want more space you
can also make your own sticky note wall in your office, and use murals handy scan feature to scan your wall onto this
board.
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